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SWITCH FOR OUR COINAGE,
DOUGH, DINERO, MOOLAH
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Bread. Bucks. Bankroll.
No matter what you call it, you get
confidence and our money-back
guarantee when you switch.
BUSINESS INTERNET
& VOICE

• Unlimited Nationwide Long Distance
• Up to 25 Security Suite licenses and 25
GB of Online Backup

+ 30-DAY SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

CALL OR CLICK TODAY

702-939-1148
COXBUSINESS.COM

“Highest In Customer Satisfaction with
Small/Midsize Business Wireline Service”

*Offer ends 4/30/14. Available to new subscribers of Cox Business VoiceManager℠Anywhere, unlimited nationwide long distance and Cox Business Internet℠ 25 (max. 25/5 Mbps). Credits will apply against monthly charges for eligible services until $500 credit is issued.
Standard rates apply thereafter. Offer requires minimum 2-year service term. Unlimited plan is limited to direct-dialed domestic calling and is not available for use with non-switched circuit calling, auto-dialers, call center applications and certain switching applications.
Equipment may be required. Prices exclude equipment, installation, taxes, and fees, unless indicated. Speeds not guaranteed; actual speed may vary. Rates and bandwidth options vary and are subject to change. Phone modem provided by Cox, requires electricity,
and has battery backup. Access to E911 may not be available during extended power outage or if modem is moved or inoperable. Discounts are not valid in combination with or in addition to other promotions, and cannot be applied to any other Cox account. Speed
claim based on Cox Business Internet 150 Mbps service vs. basic 1.5 Mbps DSL. Services not available in all areas. 30-day satisfaction guarantee limited to refund of standard installation/activation fees and the first months recurring service and equipment fees (and
equipment purchase fees if purchased from Cox) for the newly subscribed services only. Excludes all other costs and charges. Refund must be claimed within 30 days of service activation. Other restrictions may apply. ©2014 Cox Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.
Cox Communications received the highest numerical score among wireline providers in the proprietary J.D. Power 2013 Business Wireline Customer Satisfaction Studies℠. Study based on responses from 4,784 business wireline customers measuring 8 providers and
measures satisfaction among wireline service decision-makers with small/midsize businesses. Proprietary study results are based on experiences and perceptions of consumers surveyed in October 2012 and March 2013. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com.
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Is the SHOP Right for Your Business?
Nevada Health Link’s Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) is an online marketplace where Nevada businesses with 50 or
fewer full-time employees can make plan comparisons and offer their employees a choice of certified health insurance plans. The SHOP
is also the only place where qualified small businesses can receive the federal tax credit for offering their employees affordable coverage.

Is your business eligible
to use the SHOP?

Do you qualify for the
federal tax credit*?

Do you have more than
50 employees?

Must have 50 or

Must have fewer than

Talk to your insurance agent

fewer employees

25 employees

or broker about your health

Must pay at least 50% of

Must have an average

a Bronze level premium cost

employee salary of less

for employee only

than $50,000 per year

Must have at least 75%

Must pay at least 50% of

Credit reimburses up to 50% of the contribution

of all eligible employees

employee-only coverage

the employer pays for employee-only coverage.

insurance options

* The federal Small Business Health Care Tax

participate

Visit NevadaHealthLink.com today to learn more,
or ask your insurance agent or broker about your options through the SHOP.

Nevada Health Link’s SHOP gives you choices

A defined contribution

The SHOP allows you to

system allows you to

choose an employer choice

and your employees to

purchase now, and

choose a fixed amount to

model that gives your

make side-by-side plan

there is no close of open

pay for your employees’

employees a choice

comparisons, helping

enrollment on the SHOP,

health insurance.

of plans from within

you choose the best

so you can sign up

defined networks.

plan available.

whenever you choose.

The SHOP allows you

Plans are available for

NevadaHealthLink.com

The Commentary

November 2014 Elections:

Support Pro-Business Candidates Now

November may seem far away now, but plans for the next elections are already well underway.  Now is the time to start researching the field of candidates to decide who you want
to represent your interests when the Legislature convenes in February 2015, and who you
want to represent Nevada in Washington, DC.  
This year, more than ever, it’s vital to elect people who will support the interests and rights
of the business community.  Nevada needs pro-business officeholders to balance the rising
tide of big-government Progressives who seem intent on destroying our economy as well as
our way of life.  Democrats controlled both houses in the 2013 Nevada Legislature, making
it extremely difficult for Republicans to block anti-business measures.  If business owners
want to have any influence in the next legislative session, we need to elect more conservative
Republicans in November.  Now is the time to educate and mobilize your employees; your
business and their jobs depend on it.  
As I pointed out in last month’s commentary, Nevada voters will decide in November
whether to institute a tax on gross receipts.  If it passes (which would be a disaster for Nevada businesses), the next Legislature will have to answer questions about the details of
setting it up.  If it fails, you can bet that Democrats will put forth plenty of other measures to
raise money at the expense of Nevada’s businesses.  Either way, we need elected officials
who realize that jobs are created by business, not by government, and that excessive taxation and over-regulation will kill jobs in Nevada.
Although the final date for declaring candidacy is March 14, several promising candidates have already announced that they’re running.  Here are just a few of them:
Niger Innis, 4th Congressional District. Innis is a conservative African-American and
Tea Party member who serves as the spokesman for the Congress on Racial Equality.  He
hopes to unseat Rep. Steven Horsford by reaching out to minority voters in the 4th congressional district, which is 54 percent non-white.  He believes conservative values can help find
solutions to America’s challenges.
Adam Laxalt, Attorney General.  An experienced attorney and a Navy veteran who
served in Iraq, Laxalt is an opponent of federal interference in state matters and has promised to support Nevada businesses.  He is committed to free market principles and pledges
to fight against the policies that tie the hands of job creators.
Patricia Farley, Senate District 8.  Farley owns a concrete, paving and masonry company and is familiar with the challenges of business owners. As the former president of AFAN,
which provides services to people with AIDS, she believes that we can be compassionate as
well as fiscally responsible, and will look for ways to make our government more efficient.
Becky Harris, Senate District 9.  Harris is a military spouse, practicing attorney, and
has assisted her husband with his small business for the last nine years.  Her three areas of
concern are education, jobs and housing.  She believes these issues must be addressed in
order for Nevada to have a prosperous future.  
Michael Roberson, Nevada Senate District 20.   Elected to the Senate in 2010, Roberson served as the Minority Leader in the 2013 session.  A staunch defender of conservative
values and business principles, Roberson was a 2011 recipient of the “Defender of Liberty”
award from the American Conservative Union (ACU).
For an updated list of candidates, visit the website of the Republican party in your area of
the state.   Then contact the candidates from your district, interview them and, if you agree
with their positions, throw your support behind them.  As the filing deadline approaches, I
hope more young, conservative Nevadans will decide to run for office.  Our state desperately
needs them to help us steer a course toward fiscal responsibility and to protect the livelihoods of Nevada business owners and the employees who depend on them.
By Whose Authority?
For more information on my Commentary and to see some of the backup research, or if you
wonder why I take the position I take, go to www.LyleBrennan.com.

Lyle E. Brennan
Publisher

COMMENTS
lyle@nevadabusiness.com
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Corporate
Branding
A HOW TO GUIDE

By Doresa Banning

What

differentiates similiar com-

panies, making one stand out from
the pack? Why do potential clients choose one over the other for
their services? The answer is in the
brands. Branding, while second nature to some, remains a mystery to
numerous other businesses. In fact,
a common belief is that a company’s brand is its logo; this isn’t the
case. So what exactly is a brand?
What is branding, and what does it
involve?

FEBRUARY 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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Branding
Essentials
To facilitate a strong, effective brand, follow
these expert-recommended must-dos:

1•

Truly understand your target
audience(s). For instance, avoid
building your brand around yourself
as representative of that group if
you’re not part of it.

2•

Conduct research instead of
making assumptions, say, about
your audience(s) or what current
customers feel about your company.
For example, talk to and question
your customers about their feelings
and beliefs instead of assuming you
know what they are.

3•

Be open to the external feedback and
research findings. Sometimes, what
gets unearthed in the investigative
process can be difficult to hear.

4•

Carve out what your company can be
great at instead of trying to offer too
much to too many people. A brand
needs to be a niche.

5•
6•

BRANDING YOUR COMPANY
“A brand is a company’s personality,

about you. You want people to be loyal to

its unique essence, that ‘thing’ that al-

you. You want them to hold you close. You

lows consumers to create an emotional

have to help them along with that.”

connection with a company and differentiate it from other companies, in their

Identifying the Brand

minds,” said B.C. LeDoux, president, cre-

It’s best to start the work of branding

ative director and partner of The Glenn

before launching a company, experts say.

Group, an advertising, interactive and

But the process can begin any time, and

public relations agency with its head-

the sooner it does, the better off a business

quarters in Reno and a secondary office

will be.

in Las Vegas.
A brand is a promise that a company

The first steps involve research, which
is crucial.

will be, represent and do what it says it will.

“A brand launch is a very unique and

It’s the foundation upon which every idea,

interesting process. You get one chance

decision and action get tested.

to do it correctly because you want to

“[A brand] resides in the hearts and

come out of the chute in position correctly

minds of customers, employees and pros-

against competition already in the market-

pects. It’s the sum of their experiences

place,” said Stephanie Kruse, president

and perceptions about what your compa-

and chief strategist of KPS|3, a Reno-

ny does,” said Kassi Belz, APR, president

based marketing, advertising, public rela-

of MassMedia, an advertising, marketing

tions and digital firm.

and public relations firm headquartered in

Research involves exploring and under-

Henderson with offices in Reno, Irvine and

standing staff, products/services (internal)

Phoenix.

and studying both the target audience(s)

A brand is incredibly valuable, which
businesses often don’t realize.

and competitors (external). For the internal,
determine the who, what, why and how of

“If you take Coca-Cola and add up all of

a company, and identify what the business

its assets—people, factories and recipes—

Create a budget for your branding
efforts, and stick to it.

isn’t. Ask questions like: What does the

and assign a dollar figure to it and put a

company excel at? What is the vision for

dollar figure to its worldwide brand, I guar-

operations? Can employees champion the

Fall in love with and commit to your
brand instead of frequently wanting
to try a different one.

antee you the brand will be more valuable,”

brand?

said Randy Snow, chief strategic officer of

Figure out demographics, needs, be-

R&R Partners, a Las Vegas-headquartered

liefs and desires of a target audience. Fo-

7• Routinely communicate and reiterate

advertising and communications firm with

cus groups and/or surveys may help. Gath-

additional offices in Reno, Austin, Denver,

ering this information outside of the com-

8• Be consistent in communicating and

Los Angeles, Phoenix, Salt Lake City, and

pany is essential.

your brand to your internal team.

portraying your brand externally;
deliver on your promise. Telling
people you’re one way and acting
another can kill your brand.

9• Finally, keep in mind this statement

from The Glenn Group’s LeDoux:
“A strong brand with a distinct
personality and message can
make all the difference when it
comes to standing out in a world
of clutter and commodity.”

10

Washington D.C.

Analyze competitors in terms of their

Branding is the ongoing process of in-

brands, offerings, product/service attri-

tentionally positioning a company in a dis-

butes, pricing, messaging and more to

tinctive and favorable way in the minds,

know what already exists in the market-

hearts and souls of your target audience(s).

place. Where should the company’s brand

It’s critical in that it creates emotional and

fall relative to your competitors’?

rational connections with them and, ultimately, drives sales.

Understanding the internal, consumer
and competitive perspectives gives the

“You want your brand position in your

tools to hone in on a brand position, or

customers’ minds,” Snow added. “You

“the white space where a brand can make

want your promises to be front and cen-

a claim of distinction and live uniquely in

ter. You want people to feel a certain way

consumers’ minds,” LeDoux said.
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It’s vital that a business ensure the

understand and ex-

brand promise is true in all aspects. Cus-

perience a brand and
what makes it unique

haven’t purposefully engaged in branding

“If the brand isn’t rooted in
truth, nothing else after that
matters all that much. People
will dismiss you. Brand is
belief, which is why truth is the
most important thing.”

have a brand. It’s what customers think of

— Randy Snow

tions of the company

tomers will learn and be vocal if it’s not.  
“If the brand isn’t rooted in truth, nothing else after that matters all that much,”
Snow said. “People will dismiss you. Brand
is belief, which is why truth is the most important thing.”
Even businesses already operating that

and believe about the business and offer-

and valuable,” said
LeDoux.
     Next comes branding

internally.

The

company must “drive
the

brand

promise

down into the operaso that the brand is
not an empty prom-

ings. A relationship between the two exists,

ise,”

the problem is the lack of control over it.  

Kruse

said.

This can put the company in a perilous po-

value proposition. Then comes the diffi-

Communicate the brand to everyone in-

sition to be in.

cult task of determining and establishing a

ternally—employees,

branding budget.

committee members, partners, directors,

“It can be a gamble because then you’re
standing for nothing and letting customers

“This platform becomes a North Star

and competitors determine who you are. I

for creating a visual and verbal identity,

don’t think there’s a business out there that

experiential touch points and brand proof

wants to leave their fate to someone else,”

points that allow consumers to more easily

decision

makers,

etc.—to get them on board and bought into

CONTINUES ON PAGE 34

said Dave Kirvin, co-partner with Bill Doak
of Las Vegas-based Kirvin Doak Communications, a public relations and marketing
company.
In most of these cases, it’s effective to
start with the brand that exists and tweak
or tend to it. But that, too, first requires
research and doing the foundational work
mentioned above to get on track with the
desired brand direction.
“You really need to understand what
your clients and customers think about
your company already,” Belz advised.

Delivering the Brand
Once the brand has been debated,
identified and decided upon, then what?
“You can’t just say you’re X brand,”
Kruse said. “You have to be able to deliver
it with the right staff, right manufacturing

Subscribe

TODAY!

process, customer service, all of the things
that allow you to deliver on your brand
promise.”
The next step is to develop a brand
platform, a document that specifies the
brand’s position, purpose, mission, vision,

nevadabusiness.com

attributes, pillars, unique selling points and
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A NEW DAY DAWNING
by Jennifer Rachel Baumer

Banking doesn’t exist in a vacuum; the indus-

indicated a 1.8 percent employment expansion

“We’ve seen people get debt off their balance

try is affected by the economic environment

over the previous 12 months. In the south, Sum-

sheets, seen them become much more

which, in turn, can be directly affected by prac-

merlin Centre is growing up out of the ground,

efficient, seen them accumulate cash, and

tices and realities within the banking industry.

and cranes on The Strip are renovating the Sa-

so we’re starting to see people invest in their

So it should be good news that Nevada bank-

hara Hotel and Casino. “It’s nice to see cranes

growth, which means they’ve got to have a

ers are feeling optimistic about 2014.

flying over The Strip again,” said John Wilcox,

partner in a bank to come along beside them

Nevada regional executive, City National Bank.  

to offer capital to fund that growth.”

The banking industry has stabilized, according to George E. Burns, commissioner,

Despite the optimism in the banking in-

Nevada lost a significant number of state-

Nevada Financial Institutions Division. Gen-

dustry, Nevada continues to experience a

chartered banks to failures and mergers, but

eral indicators show the industry is improv-

modest recovery. Businesses are beginning

competition is heating up between survivors.

ing. There are improved loan portfolios, fewer

to move again, new businesses relocating to

“The majority of the industry is flush with liquid-

charge offs and delinquencies and improved

the state, existing businesses are coming out

ity and we’re in a period of historically low in-

earnings. “We’re optimistic at this point that

of hibernation to grow and expand. For banks,

terest rates, and the best way for banks to im-

those banks that have survived the financial

finding qualified borrowers is becoming easier

prove their margins is to lend money,” said Terry

crisis will be good to go for the future.”

borrower-wise but harder competition-wise.

Shirey, CFO, Nevada State Bank. “There is not

Nevada still leads the nation with the high-

There are more qualified borrowers than

as much demand for credit right now as we saw

est unemployment numbers, but those num-

there were two years ago. “People’s financial

prior to the recession, so good loans are highly

bers are dropping, and in October numbers

statements are improving,” said Wilcox.

sought after and there’s a lot of competition.”

12
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“City National –
financial technology
and great service.”
Providing online access, presenting innovative ways
of doing things, coming in to train our staff – all
these are part of City National’s service commitment.
Their solutions improve our school’s operations and
allow us to focus on being educators.
City National is The way up® for our school.

Henry Chanin
Head of The Meadows School
Hear the complete story about
The Meadows School at cnb.com/thewayup.

Experience the
City National Difference.
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BANKING ON NEVADA
This helps stabilize the real estate market,

Which is great for the businesses them-

which helps the banks and borrowers in

selves. For qualified borrowers, it’s a buy-

John

er’s market where two or three banks may

Wilcox

be vying for the company’s business. In
this recovering economy, when a business

City National Bank

owner already has a relationship with a bank
they’re apt to stay with it, said Gene Galloway, president and CFO, Plaza Bank. “Since

New Concerns

many ways. A good example is the start-up
businesses alternative lending has funded in
downtown Las Vegas and the economic resurgence going on there.”
For the most part, many of the alternative
lenders coming into Nevada are working with

there’s not a lot of in-migration in terms of

Despite the apparent economic recovery,

specific niche markets. “On the consumer

businesses, those of us who are growing

bankers are still operating in an environment

side, payday and title lenders are making

have to take clients from each other, and

of uncertainty. The government shutdown in

a pretty good volume of loans and such to

that’s a longer process.”

the fall of 2013 followed by concern about debt

those borrowers that have become unquali-

Adding to the competition, not every busi-

ceiling and the healthcare rollout all have the

fied in the traditional bank sense because of

ness owner who can borrow money wants to.

potential to cause recovery to stutter and stall.

the financial crisis,” said Burns. Borrowers

When it comes to bankers finding qualified

“Today we’ve got a better spirit of coopera-

who don’t fit a bank borrowing profile may fit

borrowers in the post-recession economy,

tion than we have had in a while,” said Wilcox.

with a small-dollar, short-term loan provider.

it’s more a case of lagging economic recov-

“We’ve seen a budget passed and I’m hoping

Because of the high loss volume on such

ery and borrowers having need or capacity to

that’s a sign of things to come. Because if we

loans, because the borrower’s credit isn’t

borrow, rather than the new regulatory envi-

eliminate the uncertainty and people can plan

great or his employment is shaky, the loans

ronment, said Burns.

for their futures, then we should continue to

carry very high interest rates. “That’s not real

see progress in this recovery.”  

good for banks for a public image or regu-

“Regulations are changing the industry,
some for good, some not so good for the

Not only does uncertainty cause business-

latory point of view, and it’s unprofitable for

industry, in response to the financial crisis,”

es to hesitate before expanding or spending

them in most instances. That’s the niche al-

said Burns. “But most of it is just being able

money or seeking to qualify for a loan, recent

ternative lenders as far as consumers go and

to find people who have the need to borrow.

events like the government shutdown meant

they’re filling that particular niche.”  

Businesses are lagging and they don’t borrow

Small Business Administration (SBA) loans

unless they intend to expand.”  

were frozen and couldn’t function; for banks

The need to borrow may not be present

there was uncertainty about when they could

even if the ability to do so is. “If business

fund loans that had been approved under SBA

owners do have the need and the income

guidelines.

New Money in Town

—
 Investors

A resurgence of investors moving into the
state has had an effect on Nevada banks.

streams to support the borrowing, what are

“One big concern for the industry is the

“There’s been a lot of cash accumulated over

they going to use it for? To grow, or just to try to

regulatory environment,” said Galloway. “Who

the past five years and we’re seeing investors

cover overhead expenses? Although bankers

knows what the rules are going to be and how

coming in and buying multiple properties and

like to blame regulations to a very great degree

they’re going to be enforced? Nobody knows.

single properties at significant opportunities,

for lending doubt out there, if they’re honest

It’s a new game.”

and that’s a sign that good things are hap-

with themselves, they would say it’s really just
the demand isn’t there,” said Burns.
Still, it’s improving. Nevada State Bank

New Kids in Town
— Alternative Lenders

pening, because those investors are smart.
They’re not going to come into a market unless they know they can get a return, so that’s

grew loans about $115 million in 2013 for the

In Nevada, bankers haven’t found alternative

a sign things are moving in the right direction,”

first time since 2008 and funded about $51

lenders moving into the market to be a signifi-

said Wilcox. “We’ve seen large investor pools

million in small business loans, which was

cant issue. It’s possible once the market heats

and individual investors; a lot of movement in

about flat from the prior year, but consumer

up and more borrowers are looking for more

the last six months.”  

loans funded were about $235 million, up $67

loans and interest rates go up that there may be

million from 2012. “A lot of what we’re seeing

more impact from the alternative lenders.

Investors moving into the state have
helped fuel the real estate purchases, buying

and saw in 2013 was a lot of people taking

“When capital is injected into the market,

bank-owned properties, said Hendricks. “The

advantage of the low interest rates and low

it benefits everybody,” said Bruce Hendricks,

increased demand helped increase real es-

home prices to either refinance or purchase

CEO, Bank of Nevada. “Alternative lenders

tate values, which helped existing borrowers

new homes,” said Shirey.

are assisting in repositioning failed projects.

and banks shore up loans that have collateral
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Feature Story
shortfalls and we are seeing improvement in

real estate, one of the economic sectors hard-

appraised value.”

est hit by the economic downturn. That market

Gene

Not every investor moving into the state is

Galloway

going to want to work with a local bank. Those
local investors who have relationships with

Plaza Bank

banks may work with that bank in advance to

is beginning to stabilize and recover, but acquisitions and development loans for commercial real estate were primary lines of business
for some banks and that market will probably

position themselves in the best situation they

never recover to the levels it had hit in 2007.

can for bank financing and personal equity,

Nevada. “We’ve been able to help them be-

“The typical commercial real estate as-

while other investors come to the table with

cause we’re in both markets, which is unusual

set declined in value 40 percent or more,

financing already arranged or with cash in

for a community bank,” said Galloway.

and rental rates also declined by a significant

In the new post-recession banking envi-

hand, self-funded.

amount,” said John Sullivan, president, First

“To a large degree, the larger investors

ronment, bankers may act as silent partners

have their own money already assembled for

for the businesses they work with, investing

Which means banks are looking for other

investment,” said Sullivan. “Some come from

time and energy and working with the busi-

lines of business to pursue so they can sup-

very large institutional investors from Wall

ness, meeting quarterly to review financials

port operations and make a profit. Banks are

Street. We are seeing smaller investors who

and progress and to give advice.

looking at more consumer lending, small busi-

do look for local financing and our bank has
been active in this segment, both for commer-

ness loans and SBA lending where there’s a

Changes

cial and residential property.”

Security Bank of Nevada.  

government guarantee to help back up the

One of the biggest post-recession chang-

loans being made. They’re providing more
services to their customers, and they’re being

Plaza Bank has two locations, in Southern

es to affect banks is the new economic en-

California and in Nevada, and has seen some

vironment. For many state chartered banks,

in-migration of clients from Orange County to

their primary economic driver was commercial

CONTINUES ON PAGE 25
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BusinessLine® line of credit
You’re not just building a business, you’re building
a future. And Wells Fargo is here to help. Let’s talk
about how the right line of credit can give you access
to the capital you need to get up and growing.
Stop by or call and speak to your banker today.
No time in business requirement | Preserve savings |
Build or re-establish business credit
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We see iT FRoM HeRe

We prefer to view things from a different vantage point. one that allows a thorough assessment of the
entire landscape. one that enables us to anticipate challenges for our clients before they arise. one that
gives us the foresight to serve their long-term interests, not just their immediate needs. Think of it as
progress meets point-of-view.
Contact us, and enjoy a fresh perspective.

gordonsilver.com
3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Ninth Floor | Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 | T: 702.796.5555

F: 702.369.2666

Las Vegas | PHoeNix | ReNo | WasHiNgToN, D.C.
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Randal Shelin, Desert Radiologists • Don Giancursio, UnitedHealthcare • Puneet Garg, Gordon Silver • Robert Freymuller, Summerlin Hospital
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Industry Focus

HEALTHCARE
M. DONALD KOWITZ: The industry sees the
needs to change the delivery system and to
make use of every dollar in the most efficient and quality-effective way. Also, there’s
so much information out there for healthcare consumers that is confusing and inaccurate, which causes people to make decision that may not be the right ones.

ROD WOODBURY: In public health we are
facing the economic challenges just like
everybody else. The ACA is something that
we are grappling with trying to figure out the
uncertainties that come with it and how that
impacts public health. Looking to the future,
how can we better partner with other medical providers for medical resources that
they may not have.

SHERIF ABDOU: The challenge that we’re

N

facing is rather simple but monumental:
industry

priate now than ever before. Everyone in

to repurpose our moral directions to serve

continues to see an increasing

healthcare needs to work collaboratively to

as a patient care industry. The system that

number of challenges. With the

find efficient healthcare delivery systems

we built does not have the patient in it; it’s

rollout of the Affordable Care

that let us stretch those limited healthcare

not about what’s best for the patients. It’s

Act (ACA) and the ongoing issue of physi-

dollars and provide necessary services for

what’s best economically for the orthope-

cian and specialist shortages, healthcare

our citizens.

dic surgeons or for the publicly-accredited

executives in the Silver State are working

SUSAN REISINGER: There’s not a day that

large medical group, etc. The system that

to adapt while ensuring quality care for

goes by where I don’t see delay of treatment

we need is about whether it’s good for the

their fellow Nevadans. A group of Nevada’s

because of uninsured patients. A really big

patient or not. That should be the first ques-

healthcare leaders recently met at the of-

challenge is to educate people on what they

tion that we answer.

fices of Gordon Silver to discuss the trends

need to do now that the ACA is here.

and obstacles facing their industry.

DON GIANCURSIO: The sustainability and

evada’s

healthcare

WHAT’S THE STATUS
OF THE ACA AT THIS
POINT?

Connie Brennan, publisher and CEO

the consequences of how the ACA is be-

of Nevada Business Magazine, served as

ing funded in terms of cuts to Medicare,

moderator for the event. These monthly

the cost that gets passed onto consum-

roundtables are designed to bring together

ers and the impact on job creation. All of

leaders to discuss issues relevant to their

those things together are going to be con-

KOWITZ: It’s not like we missed the enroll-

industries. Following is a condensed ver-

sequences that we’re going to start to see

ment projections by 10 to 15 percent; we

sion of the roundtable discussion.

and deal with in 2014.

missed it by 60 to 80 percent. Every week

PUNEET GARG: The further implementation

there are improvements but every time we

and adoption of the Accountable Care Or-

move past those initial problems there’s a

ganizations (ACO) model, seeking to cut

whole different series of problems. There’s

costs and focus more on quality metrics.

a task force that the governor has orga-

Challenges we face in further implementa-

nized that meets three times a week, and

tion of that model are physician integration,

it does make incremental changes but it’s

data integration and sharing risks amongst

still been very disappointing how the rollout

WHAT ARE THE
GREATEST
CHALLENGES IN
HEALTHCARE?

the various entities, information mobility

occurred.

RANDAL SHELIN: Our industry brings to

and security and how to properly leverage

REISINGER: I have some patients that are

mind the expressio, “how to do more with

lower level personnel and the technology to

very smart that just don’t have health insur-

less.” Unfortunately, that is more appro-

achieve comparable quality.

ance. They don’t understand the need for it
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until they get sick. It really comes down to
education.

GIANCURSIO: The carriers have given the
Exchange leadership ideas and direction

WHEN YOU’RE IN THE FIGHT OF YOUR LIFE,
IT HELPS TO HAVE AN ARMY ON YOUR SIDE.

and suggestions on how to do this as efficiently as possible. Where we are today is
not where we need to be. It’s very frustrating. The resources necessary to develop
new products, to reconfigure sytems, to be
prepared, to handle the onslaught of enrollment just isn’t there. There has to be a more
efficient way to do it than the current model;
what we’re doing right now is archaic. At the
heart of it, we’re trying to get people covered who are eligible and it’s frustrating that
we can’t. We’re going to continue working
as hard as we have to work, but it’s just disappointing. I have to believe that this time
Susan Hilburger

next year we will have had a better result

Diagnosis: Brain Tumor

because they will have had enough time to
figure out how to do the basic electronic
data transfer that we had expected.

KEITH BRILL: Half the country and a lot of

UNITED TO REDEFINE CANCER CARE

the media is opposed to anything that has
to do with ObamaCare, even the media that
might be more left leaning. There are businessmen and state policymakers trying to
work on this but you have the media constantly talking about the negatives of it. The
reality is people still think this may not happen yet or it’s not worth their time at this
point.

SHELIN: The ACA is bringing back fundamental changes, which probably would
have happened with market forces anyway.
In the past, we worked with pay-for-volume

Put the knowledge and experience of nearly 1,000
physicians nationwide on your front line.
Comprehensive Cancer Centers of Nevada treats more patients than all other
Nevada treatment centers combined. We are also affiliated with the world-renowned
UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center and The US Oncology Network – one of
the nation’s largest networks of community-based oncology practices.
No matter what you face, chances are we’ve faced it before. Our experience
runs hundreds of thousands of patients deep. Our knowledge is informed by
decades of unique cases. The highly qualified Comprehensive oncologist taking
care of you is, in fact, leading an entire army into battle for you.
Ask your doctor about Comprehensive. Visit cccnevada.com for more information
or call 702.952.3350 to schedule an appointment today.

where providers got paid for each study or
test we did. We’re changing that paradigm
to pay-for-value or quality and, ultimately,
that’s the right decision for the country and

United in Healing

we’re moving towards the right direction. As
we build these systems to better integrate
our delivery system and to become more
efficient and better quality, it’s a win for the
patient because you can reduce the redundancies and the costs. Ultimately, I think it
will prove to be a positive for the country

The US Oncology Network is supported by McKesson Specialty Health. © 2014 McKesson Specialty Health. All rights reserved.

but it will be a very disruptive and difficult
process to get there.
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HEALTHCARE

HOW IS THE QUALITY
OF HEALTHCARE IN
THE SILVER STATE?

business climate where there are spousal
employment opportunities as we diversify
and grow will be key, along with education
for the families.

BRILL: Even at the physician level deciding where you’re going to practice, every-

ABDOU: The Commonwealth Fund ranks

thing is at the personal level. If you’re not

Nevada at 42nd and United Health Founda-

from there or train there, you need to know

tion ranks us at 46th for quality of health-

someone there. Once you get a critical

care. There’s mediocrity and accepting

mass of doctors from outside our com-

of mediocrity is hardwired for healthcare

munity, people start to talk. It’s just going

in Nevada and we need to grow our way

to take time for us to build up good doc-

out of this. Patients, doctors, nurses, sys-

tors from outside the community who will

tems – we settle, we accept and we make

then go talk to their graduating residents to

a lot of money from mediocrity. We need to

come here.

change that.

SHELIN: The basic fundamental tools for
quality care are here. We’ve got phenomenal physicians successfully recruiting doctors coming out of Duke, John Hopkins,
Stanford – these are doctors that can go
anywhere in the country but they choose
to come to Nevada to practice. Ultimately,
it’s how we build the relationships because
we can provide great care but it’s how we
coordinate the care between the general
practitioners and specialists and how that
care is delivered.

BRILL: The overall question for quality of
care is difficult. There are a lot of excellent
doctors here but it takes a certain volume
of doctors providing quality care to bring
more doctors here. Doctors typically stay
where they train and we don’t have a lot
of specialty programs. Even those we do
have are not going to meet the needs of our
state. We need to really focus on the quality
of care we already do have.

HOW SEVERE IS THE
SHORTAGE OF CARE
PROVIDERS?

there’s not going to be a primary care delivery system to accommodate those patients.

ABDOU: A lot of the shortage is self-induced. If you change the economics, there
will be a 20 to 30 percent drop in volume,
not in new patients, but in repeat visits.

HAS A SHIFT IN WHO
DELIVERS PATIENT
CARE AFFECTED
PERCEPTION OF THE
INDUSTRY?

Doctors who have financial incentives in
tests are 12 times more likely to order the

ERIC OLSEN: Most patients want to see the

tests for the same diagnosis than it is for

doctor, not the physician assistant (PA) or

the other group that doesn’t have the finan-

nurse practitioner (NP). That’s changing.

cial motive. The economics have impacted

With the economics, you have to have more

our actions for a very long period of time

PAs and more NPs.

and we have taken it for granted.

ABDOU: The first mission is the bridge be-

SHELIN: One reason for the loss of attrition

tween expectations and reality. What we

is the spouses. If they’re not happy then

didn’t do well with the system integration

the doctors aren’t happy. We encourage

is we didn’t set the expectations for the

the spouses to come in during the inter-

patient. If you go to hospital committees,

view process because the last thing we

they would say to never let the nurse prac-

want to do is go through the expense and

titioners see the patient because they are

effort only to have them not be happy and

lower level. We have built the expectation

leave. Usually they’ll come here because

that seeing the nurse practitioner is a lower

it’s a good economic opportunity, but then

level and if you allow patients to be seen

after a while it’s the quality of life that the

by NPs then you’re a bad hospital, medical

spouse doesn’t like. But we’re building a

group, etc., which is not true.

better sense of community than we’ve had

GIANCURSIO: You’re going to have supply

in the past. We’ve been such a transient

and demand constraints. As more people

city for years and years that now we’re fi-

come into the system, if we were hugely

ROBERT FREYMULLER: The shortage will

nally becoming a more stable community

successful with Medicaid expansion and

be exacerbated by our success with the

where people stay here and call it home.

the individual exchange, you’re going to put

ACA. If you enroll 200,000 people in Med-

FREYMULLER: [It’s] not just quality of life,

almost 600,000 people in the healthcare

icaid, much less private insurance products,

but also spousal employment. Our robust

system and they’re going to want to see
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Industry Focus
somebody. If an individual has a routine
type of care they may be totally fine seeing
the PA because they want the easiest and

WHAT IS THE FUTURE
OF HEALTHCARE?

quickest way to get care.

FREYMULLER: Coordination of care is synonymous with quality of care. If you’re part
of a system with a robust IT platform, if the
health insurance exchanges come together

ANDREW CASH: It’s a paradigm shift in the

GIANCURSIO: The healthcare consumer in 10

where the primary care and specialists are

patient’s expectations and perceptions. It’s

years is going to be different than the health-

getting alerts so they can take preemptive

going to take time and it’s going to be a

care consumer we’re talking about today.

or proactive action with patients, that’s

one-on-one basis as they individually show

They’re going to be more tech-savvy and tech-

where it’s going to pull together and the

up to a clinic or hospital and learn what the

nology is going to be more a part of the health-

quality will come from that.

new expectations are.

care delivery system, whether it’s tele-health,

BRILL: Clark County Medical Society and

tele-medicine, electronic medical records, etc.

Nevada State Medical Association testified

Education is going to be critical and people’s

saying expanding the roles of NPs is great

expectations are going to be different.

and it’s what our state needs to expand a

SHELIN: The economics are we’re going to

team-based approach for collaboration

have physician extenders. By using technol-

and to allow more access in rural areas.

ogy and leveraging that, we can help them

But our state has decided that’s not true,

do better jobs as well. We can help the phy-

which is a big concern. They’re still defining

sician extenders do the right thing for our

at the Board of Nursing what the scope of

patients the first time. They’re there and

practice is for a nurse practitioner. A lot of

we’re going to have to integrate them into

the language of the law is still saying you

our system and make sure we guide them

should not have a collaboration. For quality

to use the technological services properly.

IN BRIEF
Nevada Department of Transportation
(NDOT) has published a freight assessment
evaluating key Nevada economic
indicators and the state’s approximately
110 million tons of annual truck, rail, air
and pipeline freight commerce to identify
areas for potential future growth and
development. The assessment is available
on NDOT’s website.

care, physician providers and leadership
need to make sure everyone is on a team.

WILL INDIVIDUAL
MEDICAL GROUPS
SURVIVE THESE
CHANGES?
CASH: Private practice primary care doctors are bountiful but quickly diminishing. I
don’t think they’ll be here in five years, they
just can’t compete.

ABDOU: Neither should they. They have saturated the fragmented, dysfunctional system. If you create a system you can hold it
accountable, you can measure it. Big metropolitan areas should be dominated by
systems. Hospitals should be included in
that, integrated with physician groups and
others. That system needs to start developing and building. All of the quality data,
especially surgical data, is related to a lone
practice in one place with the same team
for a long period of time. They will produce
a better outcome.
FEBRUARY 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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Face to Face

MOVERS & SHAKERS

TRAVIS CROWDER

CEO
MB America, Inc.

Chief Professional Officer
Boys & Girls Clubs of Mason Valley

CEO & Senior Provost
Touro University Nevada
Touro Western Division

RENO

YERINGTON

LAS VEGAS

HOW DID YOU FIRST GET INTO
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION OF
CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY?

HOW DID YOU FIRST GET INTO
YOUR PROFESSION?

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT
YOUR INDUSTRY?

I started working for Boys & Girls Club

I am excited to lead an institution that is

I started in corporate Europe where

in Carson City when I was 20 years

educating Nevada’s future healthcare

I gained extensive experience during

old as an Athletic Director.   It was

and educational professionals. Touro

that time. I moved to Nevada in 2002,

full-time work and it was working with

is the state’s best kept secret and I am

as the CEO of a multi-national compa-

kids which was a perfect storm!

working to change that.

WHAT OTHER TYPES OF WORK DO
YOU ENJOY?

WHAT WAS THE TOUGHEST LESSON
YOU’VE LEARNED IN YOUR CAREER?

I host a daily radio morning program

The best lesson I’ve learned is that “when

in our area on KSVL 92.3 FM. I have

one door closes another opens.” That is

done so for nearly five years now!

what I find so exciting about this oppor-

ny, after that I worked as a consultant
for several years and then in 2010, I
became CEO of MB America, Inc.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT
YOUR INDUSTRY?
What I like most about the industry is
that construction fuels our economy,
and it feels good to participate in the
development of the field.

IF YOU COULD BE REMEMBERED
FOR ONE THING, WHAT WOULD
IT BE ?

IF YOU COULD STOP TIME, WHAT
MOMENT WOULD YOU WANT TO
RELIVE OVER AND OVER AGAIN?
The day I met my beautiful wife of 20
years!  I am so blessed!

WHAT WAS THE TOUGHEST LESSON
YOU’VE LEARNED IN YOUR CAREER?

I want to be remembered for doing the

Patience for sure. We struggled for several

best I can for the sake of the company

years to get where we are today and I wish

I represent and all the people involved.

I would have known then that it would feel
this good to see where we have come.
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SHELLEY BERKLEY

MIRIANO RAVAZZOLO

tunity at Touro. I am able to take the experiences I’ve had throughout my career
in public and community service and help
take the university to the next level – providing high quality education, expanded
outreach in the community, and enhanced
programs and services that directly benefit the citizens of Nevada.

IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE ANOTHER
PROFESSION WHAT WOULD IT BE?
A Las Vegas lounge act – why not!

WHAT IS A LITTLE KNOWN FACT
ABOUT YOURSELF?

That being said, going through those difficult times provides me with a deep ap-

WHAT MOMENT WOULD YOU WANT TO
RELIVE OVER AND OVER AGAIN?

That I have a real accent.

preciation of where we are today!

The birth of my children.
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Power of Attorney

ARE UNPAID INTERNSHIPS
BECOMING A THING OF THE PAST?
Robert Rosenthal is an employment attorney at Howard & Howard in Las Vegas.

E

mployers in Nevada and every state
they would not be paid, the court found that
have historically used unpaid interns
plaintiffs were still improperly classified as unfor a variety of reasons, it being taken
paid interns and instead were “employees.” The
for granted that the research, filing
benefits plaintiffs may have received—such as
and coffee-schlepping were necessary steps to
knowledge of how a production office functions
career growth. Now, as 2014 gets underway, a
or references for future jobs—were the results
of simply having worked as any other employee
series of closely-watched lawsuits may mean that
works, not of internships designed to be uniquethe army of interns may not be back next sumly educational and of little utility to the employer.
mer—or at least not in the same capacity.
In the wake of the Glatt case, which is now
It all started in 2011 when Eric Glatt and Alon appeal, Hearst Corp., Donna Karan, NBC
exander Footman brought a class action against
Robert
Universal, Inc., Warner Music Group Corp.,
Fox Searchlight Pictures Inc. and Fox EntertainConde Nast and Gawker Media LLC have been
ment Group, Inc. (collectively “Fox”). The two
Howard & Howard
sued in very similar cases. After the lawsuit was
had worked as unpaid interns on production of
filed against it, publishing giant Conde Nast anthe film Black Swan in New York. Their lawsuit
nounced it was ending its internship program.
contended that Fox violated labor laws by classifying them as
unpaid interns instead of paid employees.
These lawsuits may mirror a larger societal shift in the acA Department of Labor fact sheet helped the court evaluceptability of using unpaid interns. Recently, Sheryl Sandberg
ate whether interns at for-profit businesses fall within an exdrew criticism for posting unpaid internship positions for her
ception to the employer-employee relationship. The fact sheet
not-for-profit foundation, LeanIn.Org. (Although in fairness,
lays out six criteria for determining when an internship may
the criticism may be exacerbated by her wealth and the founlawfully be unpaid:
dation’s aim.)
1. The internship is similar to training that would be
The exposure to employers for using unpaid interns can
given in an educational environment (and not merely
prove quite costly: unpaid wages and overtime can be recovon-the-job training that employees receive).
ered for a period of two years (three years in the case of a
willful violation), and a court may double the amount owed,
2. The internship experience is for the intern’s benefit.
as liquidated damages.
3. The intern does not displace regular employees (but is
closely supervised by existing staff).
What then are employers to do? In the short-term, employ4. The employer derives no immediate advantage from
ers should analyze their intern hiring practices in light of the
the intern (and on occasion the intern may actually
six criteria listed above to determine whether an internship
impede operations).
can remain unpaid. In the near future, employers should
5. The intern is not necessarily entitled to a job followconsider proactively implementing written policies shaping
ing the internship.
unpaid internship programs to ensure compliance with those
The employer and the intern understand that the intern is
criteria. From a non-legal perspective, employers may also
not entitled to wages during the internship.
wish to more fully weigh the economic and publicity pros and
In June 2013, the court found that Fox received the bencons of using unpaid interns.
efits of the plaintiffs’ unpaid work, which consisted of largely
While it is too soon to tell what the Glatt case and othroutine tasks and would otherwise have required paid employers might mean for local businesses and their own internships
ees. While there was no evidence plaintiffs were entitled to
programs, come next summer there may be a few more exjobs at the end of their internships, and plaintiffs understood
ecutives schlepping their own coffee.

Rosenthal
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Free Market Watch

COMMENTARY

THE LEFT’S NEW AGENDA
MINIMUM WAGE HIKES AND UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
AREN’T THE KEY TO PROSPERITY
Geoffrey Lawrence is deputy policy director at the Nevada Policy Research Institute.

C
“

apitalism did not create poverty—it inherited it,” observed individualist philosopher Ayn Rand.
Over the past centuries, capitalism has eradicated
the previous conditions of widespread famine and starvation and has elevated the living standards of the poor to a level
previously unheard of, even for kings. Today, even low-income
Americans commonly enjoy cell phones, automobiles, a clean living environment, modern medicine and access to the world’s collected knowledge through the internet.
Despite this evidence of capitalist progress, President Obama
warns of “a dangerous and growing inequality…[that is]…the defining challenge of our time.” Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid
adds, “There is no greater challenge this country has faced than income inequality. And we must do something about it.”
Obama, Democrat leaders and some Republicans, including
Nevada Sen. Dean Heller, have called for government to smooth
out this “inequality” by extending unemployment benefits while
“progressives” are also pushing to raise the national minimum
wage.
The new agenda promotes an idea that society’s most successful
individuals achieve that success only at the expense of those whose
achievements are more modest, and that this produces a growing
gap between the rich and the nominally poor.
This gap, we are implicitly told, would shrink if only our oh-sobenevolent politicians enact rigid price controls on labor, send bureaucrats to meddle with the decisions of small business owners and
send workers more checks for not working.
This is literally the plan.
Yet, the central message behind the new agenda — that capitalism
somehow favors only a handful of people — is demonstrably false.
Consider data from the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office, which shows that, between 1979 and 2009, households in the
bottom income quintile saw after-tax income growth of 44.8 percent. Middle-class households saw growth of 35.8 percent, while
those in the top quintile saw after-tax income grow 72.8 percent.
Those figures mean that living standards have increased for everyone, even if at slightly different rates.
Even these objective figures, however, mask the ongoing movement of households from one income quintile to the next. Very
rarely does an individual remain in the same income group
throughout life.
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The Census Bureau estimates that within just three years 38
percent of those in the bottom income quintile climb to a different
quintile. Over the same three years, one-third of those in the top
quintile fall to a lower quintile as new up-and-comers push them
out. And, more than half of households in the middle three income
quintiles move to a different quintile within three years.
The fact is, statistics that only look at the difference in earning
growth between the various income groups obscure the individualistic nature of capitalism and create the impression that we all belong to defined income classes that are in constant conflict.
If, then, one’s position on the income scale isn’t determined by
one’s position in previous years, what are the determining factors?
Primarily, it’s the decision to work.
David Henderson at the National Center for Policy Analysis analyzed 2006 Census data and found that 81.4 percent of households
in the top income quintile had two or more people working, while
only 2.2 percent of those households had no one working.
For households in the bottom quintile, only 12.6 percent had two
or more people working, while in 39.2 percent of the households,
nobody was working.
So, if working is the key to income growth, then how do Sen.
Heller and Democrat leaders argue that extending unemployment
benefits —paying workers to not work — will help the economy?
It won’t. The Organization for Economic Co-Operation and
Development (OECD) Employment Outlook concludes, “It is well
established that generous unemployment benefits can increase the
duration of unemployment spells and the overall level of unemployment.” The best economic “stimulus” would be curtailing the current disincentive to seek gainful employment.
The Left’s narrative on the minimum wage is even more off the
mark. Such a legal wage floor increases the difficulty of finding
entry-level employment.
That’s why economists Richard Burkhauser and Joseph Sabia
found “no evidence that minimum wage increases… lowered state
poverty rates” when they examined 28 states that increased minimum wages between 2003 and 2007.
As Arizona congressman Jeff Flake says, “A minimum wage increase is good politics but bad economics.”
And that, after all, appears to be what the new agenda is all about
— a short-sighted effort to exploit general economic illiteracy for
electoral advantage.
NEVADABUSINESS.COM

Feature Story
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more creative. “All of which is good news for

As for interest rates, conventional wisdom

financial crisis,” said Burns. “They are increas-

says if they move at all in 2014, they’ll go up,

ing loan growth, the average was 11 percent in

The banking industry as a whole is dedi-

though probably only slightly. It’s also not really

2013, which is well above the 4 percent aver-

cating more resources to risk management, a

a question of if they’ll go up this year, but when.  

age net loan growth nationwide. There is re-

businesses working with banks,” said Burns.

change driven in part by new regulations but
much of it also self-imposed, said Shirey.

covery going on. As banks go back to lending

Creating a Future

and providing new service lines, their profit-

Bankers are working harder and smarter.

The hope for 2014’s banking industry is

They can no longer simply advertise their low-

continued stabilization and for banks to con-

“Banks are much more cautious about

est rates and create loans. Today they dig

tinue improving regulatory status of safety

lending,” said Sullivan. The days when banks

deeper than the initial request for funds to dis-

and soundness, meaning improving capital

would lend 80 percent of appraised value,

cover the true needs of the borrower and ad-

levels and increasing the volume of qualified

assuming the values would increase by 10

dress those needs, which sometimes require

loans.

percent or more per year, are gone, as are

a solution that’s different than what the client
anticipated in the beginning.  

ability improves.”

Shirey said Nevada State Bank would like

practices like lending on properties that don’t

to see more demand for credit as a result of

produce cash flow, like speculative commercial buildings and raw land.

“So banking has changed in that we have

economic growth. “That’s what really fuels

to be real consultants in terms of coming

demand for credit – people growing business-

“Yes, there are opportunities but the real-

alongside clients and potential clients and

es. We’d love to see more of that, which would

ity is there’s a lot of competition from a lot of

making sure we understand what their needs

help the economy and the banking industry.”

sources,” said Hendricks. “Competition from

are and meet those needs as opposed to just

“Nevada banks are among the best capi-

responding to ‘what are your rates and what

talized in the nation because of requirements

do you charge?’” Wilcox said.  

put on those that have survived through the

traditional banks and alternative lenders.”
“The basic principles of banking always
apply,” said Galloway.
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Profit & Loss

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENTS
SOUNDS SIMPLE. IS IT?

By Al Wagner, President, Trinity Tax Consultants, Inc.

P

rofit and loss statements are a great tool to monitor
the profitability and health of a company. At first
glance they seem fairly simple; however, there are
some important things to remember when working with these statements. There is real life, and there are
taxes. They look alike but one is an orange and the other is
a tangerine. The profit and loss statement typically looks at
a company’s profitability from a tax perspective. Therefore,
there are some important things to keep in mind when taking
a brief analysis of the profit and loss statement.
First, there is the income section. From a tax perspective,
this is what is taxable and what is not. Obviously, any sales
or fees charged are considered income. Money put into the
company from owners’ contributions or borrowed money
is not considered income. This is a common mistake that
many new businesses make; counting capital contribution
as income. Another common misconception occurs when
looking at money that came in and then went directly out to
a particular expense. Many assume that money is not taxed,
justifying that, “I broke even, so I don’t need to report it.” All
money from sales or fees charged is considered income; the
money paid out is an expense. What is not taxed are owner
contributions, sale of stock to shareholders and borrowed
money for equipment for future growth and expenses.
Second on a profit and loss statement is the cost of goods
section. This section shows what it costs to provide the service or to purchase/make the product sold. If the company is
a manufacturing company, the cost of the materials, labor,
shipping and such would be included as the cost of goods.
The third section includes expenses. There are two basic
types of expenses, real and phantom. The best example of a
real expense would be utility bills, payroll or any other type
of expense that does not build the asset side of the balance
sheet. Phantom expenses are expenses such as depreciation.
Depreciation is not an expense that comes out of the bank
account. Rather, it is an expense that is taken over time for an
asset purchased, such as a computer.
Some expenses are a hybrid of real and phantom. An example would be a mortgage payment on a piece of property.
The tax expense would be the interest deduction, the phantom expense would be the depreciation and the principal
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payment goes to the balance sheet to lower the liability. From
a real life point of view, the mortgage payment is an expense.
From a tax point of view, it is split.
The profit and loss statement serves mainly as a snapshot
of where the company stands from a tax point of view. When
the profit and loss statement as a whole, it is important to
have an understanding of and pay attention to ratios on the
statement. For example, a wholesaler’s cost of goods would
generally run between 45 to 55 percent of the total sales.
Any deviation from that should be explainable through the
inventory values on the balance sheet. If the inventory values
remain the same and the cost of goods is higher, it’s time
to begin asking questions to account for the difference. The
ratios are different for each industry and can also assist the
Internal Revenue Service determine if an audit is needed.
Another useful aspect of profit and loss ratios is that they
help company managers make more informed decisions. For
example: If the rents are running around 20 percent of the
gross income; are there any steps to get that particular expense under control? The Internal Revenue Service has industry standard ratios as a guideline and any deviation above
the norm triggers an audit. This doesn’t mean you will not be
entitled to the deduction; they will just want to take a look at
it for accuracy.
The last thing to consider is how the report is calculated:
cash or accrual basis? Cash basis income is reported when received, and expenses are reported when paid. All individuals
and sole proprietors report on a cash basis and it’s the easiest
way to look at the profit and loss statement. It also gives a
pretty good picture of where the company stands on a particular date. An accrual basis reporting reports the income
when billed and expenses when occurred. The accrual basis
makes the tax return a little more complex. The accrual basis
report gives a better understanding of what the companies
short term future looks like since all the income expected
and all the expenses expected are on the report.
Profit and loss statements appear, on the surface, to be a
simple overview of a company’s financial story however, a
closer look reveals that these statements are very complex.
When read correctly they can be an asset for any business in
determining the financial future.
NEVADABUSINESS.COM

Around the State
Sunrise Health Hospitals and H2U Partner to
Open Health Centers for Employees
Sunrise Health Hospitals and Health to You (H2U) have partnered to open
three H2U health centers for hospital employee and dependents, approximately
8,855 individuals. MountainView and Southern Hills centers opened in January with the final clinic at the Sunrise and Sunrise Children’s Hospital campus
set to open in March.

Las Vegas Named
Among Top 10 Housing
Markets in the Country
According to data compiled by
HomeVestors and Local Market Monitor,
Las Vegas is among the top 10 housing
markets in the country for investing
in single family homes. According to
Local Market Monitor’s president, Ingo
Winzer, job growth, particularly in lower
paying jobs, population growth and low
home prices are factors that have made
investments in single homes as rental
properties attractive to investors.

UNR’s Colleges of
Business and Education
Ranked Top Online
Graduate Programs
The University of Nevada, Reno’s College of Business and College of Education both received recognition from the
U.S. News & World Report ranking them
among the top 100 schools in the country.
The College of Business’s online graduate program was ranked 75th in its category. The College of Education’s online
graduate program was ranked 36th in its
category.
FEBRUARY 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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Building Nevada

BACK TO
BASICS
ARCHITECTS AND
ENGINEERS IN NEVADA
By Jeanne Lauf Walpole

It may not usher in the booming economy

in 2013 and he expects that to continue

pull back,” Galati says. “Things are known

that Nevadans were basking in just a short

this year. “We’ve seen an increase in in-

now. People have figured out how to deal

decade ago, but architects and engineers

quiries. We have a six-month backlog,” he

with things.”

around the Silver State say they expect to

explains.

Positive Indicators

see the appearance of a light at the end of

Change is in the air for recession survivors

the recession tunnel this year. “The outlook

because they might be more likely to believe

The Reno/Sparks NAI Industrial Market

looks quite good. There was almost a stop in

some of the positive economic figures now

Report for the fourth quarter of 2013 has

commercial construction and we’re seeing it

being bandied about. “We keep hearing

certainly put smiles on many business faces

pick up in almost every aspect,” says Robert

news that the economy is better,” says Greg

by reporting a vacancy rate of 9.1 percent for

Finnegan, president of Finnegan Erickson

Erny of Architects+ in Reno. “Despite the

the Northern Nevada industrial market. This

Associates in Las Vegas. “People are doing

positive indicators that might be out there

is the first quarter the rate has been below 10

more specific spaces. Also, the resorts are

though, everybody is still very cautious.”

percent since 2008. Rates well in excess of

doing very large remodels.” As the tourism

Change may also be in the air because

10 percent were common during the down-

market has embraced overall entertainment

people have become used to an economic

turn. The report also shows gross absorp-

coupled with the ubiquitous gambling, re-

situation that is far removed from the years

tion of 1,668,673 square feet, net absorption

sorts have had to respond to this expecta-

of explosive growth in Nevada. “A lot of

of 1,449,351 square feet with 41 transactions

tion by adding more options such as spas,

times recessions happen because people

representing a 16 percent increase over the
five-year average.

retail shopping and updated restaurants. To
keep up with the fierce competition resorts

The news from Southern Nevada is

must constantly upgrade to maintain the re-

similarly encouraging with reports from the

quired fresh look.
Craig Galati, principal and president of
Lucchesi Galati Architects (LGA), says his
firm experienced somewhat of a recovery

Robert

Finnegan
Finnegan Erickson Associates

University of Nevada, Las Vegas’s Center for
Business & Economic Research forecasting
that unemployment numbers will continue
to drop and revenues will go up this year.
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The Grand Bazaar Shops by
Juno Property Group

“Owners are saying they put off doing anything and now they have to do something
to meet new levels. It’s a real healthy competition.”
—Robert Finnegan

Although Nevada’s unemployment rate is

So far the work seems to be coming in

With offices in Reno, Elko and Clark Coun-

still high when compared to other states, it’s

from both public and private sources, ac-

ty, Converse has found work all over the

expected to dip to 6.9 percent by the end

cording to the engineers and architects.

state including the following projects:

of this year. Visitor volume in Clark County

“We do a fair amount of public work and

• Sparks—Brownsfields community-wide

is expected to reach 43.7 million and gross

also some private work,” Galati says. “Most

site assessment for hazardous sub-

gaming revenues are projected to top out

of the private is tenant improvements.”

stances and petroleum sites;

at 9.8 billion this year. The county is also

Typical of the private work is Investment

• Lyon County—EPA brownsfields com-

expected to add around 1,600 additional

Counsel Company’s recent renovation and

munity-wide assessment for petro-

hotel rooms this year.    

expansion in Las Vegas. “We just finished

leum product sites;

Although many building professionals

their space. They took another 4,000 square

• Clark County—Asbestos, lead and mate-

believe a corner is being turned, they don’t

feet and did a remodel on the whole space,”

rials survey of the Clark County De-

expect the skyline over Nevada to be pep-

Galati says. His firm is also working on a new

tention Center

pered with dozens of cranes perched at the

15,000-square-foot parish center for St. An-

sites of brand new high rises any time soon.

thony of Padua Catholic Church.  

• City of North Las Vegas—West Side
School rehabilitation and abatement

“There are renovations, demolitions and

Some new private construction indi-

upgrades with less new construction,” says

cates a revival in the interest for retire-

project design and asbestos abate-

Kurt Goebel, senior vice president and envi-

ment housing. “We’re working on a 400-

• Henderson—Materials testing and in-

ronmental division manager in Las Vegas for

unit luxury adult high rise in Henderson,”

spection services for construction of

Converse Consultants.

Finnegan says. “We’re really bullish on

ment oversight and;

FedEx Ground.

The recovery appears to be somewhat bi-

this. Housing is the reason. There are

Other construction projects that are ex-

ased, at least for now, on upgrades of exist-

more things to do here [in Southern Ne-

pected to provide work include the Shops at

ing properties rather than new construction

vada] and it’s easier to get around than in

Summerlin, Bill’s Gamblin’ Hall (formerly the

from the ground up. “Owners are saying they

Phoenix,” he says. Finnegan is happy to

Barbary Coast), Resorts World (formerly Ech-

put off doing anything and now they have to

report that the 30+ employees in his com-

elon Place) and the Union Village in Southern

do something to meet new levels. It’s a real

pany are busy with more than 100 proj-

Nevada along with the $50-million renovation

healthy competition,” Finnegan says.

ects on the books.

of John Ascuaga’s Nugget in Sparks.  
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Building Nevada
One of the best indicators of a turnaround in commercial construction is that
many engineering and architectural firms
are in a hiring phase for the first time in
years. They say the amount of work coming in now will support additional workers.

we’re recession-proof,” Goebel says. In addition to employing a more cautious approach

Craig

to their projects, construction profession-

Galati

als say they are trying to work smarter and

Lucchesi Galati Architects

Converse Consultants dropped to 20 em-

with greater efficiencies. “We are much more
aware of how we spend our money. We look
at every level to get the best value, but not

ployees from a high of 50, but is looking

lized to create greater diversity and growth.

necessarily the cheapest,” DeSart says.

to fill two more positions. Geotechnical &

These include medical tourism, high tech, al-

“The quality piece is even more important.

Environmental Services, Inc. is down to 32

ternative energy, retirement housing, manu-

We are aware of needing to give hyper good

workers from a high of around 60, but is

facturing and distribution along with the tra-

service to our clients,” DeSart added.

looking to hire more, according to Gregory

ditional pillars of gaming and tourism. DeSart

Despite the rough roads traveled in recent

DeSart, president of Geotechnical.

believes that the construction of Interstate 11,

years, architects and engineers say that the

Part of the problem of balancing the num-

which is in the planning stages, will be of big

lights are still burning brightly in Nevada and,

ber of employees with the amount of work

benefit to the state by connecting Phoenix to

at the end of the day, the characteristics that

is the loss of workers that came with the

Las Vegas starting at the Mexican border and

made it a destination for many will continue

recession. Erny experienced the exodus of

continuing on to Canada. “This road will be

to serve the state well in the future.

architects from the state in his position as

huge for us in the future,” he says.

“One of the most important things is

chairman of the Nevada State Board of Ar-

Erny expresses concerns about the

that as businesses we support each other

chitecture. “We’ve seen a significant loss of

threat of government regulation and the

and keep common sense as a core value.

licensed architects, but it’s coming back,”

continued scarcity of investment dollars

We need to remember our roots and what

he says. DeSart just hopes to find qualified

that could jeopardize economic growth.

makes us unique,” Goebel says.

people for his open positions. “The talent

For many years Nevada has benefited from

just left with the jobs. There’s still a shortage

the flight of businesses from overly taxed

of good engineers,” he says.

and regulated California. “I believe the mar-

The Future
As they contemplate the future with renewed optimism, architects and engineers

ket should seek its own level and the less
government the better,” he says.

Lessons Learned

hope that the current uptick will lead to

Galati acknowledges that during the boom

continued growth as we go forward. “In my

years most businesses were fat and happy.

opinion there’s a strong degree of psychol-

Times are definitely different now, however,

ogy and there’s more concrete energy. Peo-

and a noticeable learning curve is in place

ple get tired of negativity and want to create

regarding prior attitudes. “I don’t think we’ll

their own reality. It’s somewhat of a snowball

ever throw caution to the wind and say that

SAY WHAT
According to a recent Rasmussen Report
survey of 1,000 likely voters, 58 percent
of respondents said that the cost of
healthcare will rise under the new law.
Additionally, 26 percent believe the
quality of care will get better under the
new law and 74 percent said it was at least
somewhat likely that the new law will cost
more than first estimated.

effect. There’s more discussion about positive things,” Goebel says.
It also seems that the enthusiasm and belief in the future of Nevada is back, although
maybe not at quite the same fevered pitch as
during the boom years. “I still think Nevada
has a tremendous amount of potential and
untapped resources. There’s more diversity
than what we realize. This is a critical time
and we have to make sure Nevada remains a
destination state,” Goebel says.
Construction professionals point out a
number of specific industries that can be utiFEBRUARY 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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DEAL TRACKER

Lease, Retail

ADDRESS 1381 W. Sunset Rd., 89014
TENANT Café Zupas
LANDLORD Remington Commercial 1. LLC
DETAILS 3,720 SF; $1,013,886 for 10 years
TENANT’S REP Jason Otter and Brendan
Keating of The Equity Group
LANDLORD’S REP Stan Wasserkrug,
Intercapital Asset Management

Lease, Retail

ADDRESS 2556 Wigwam Pkwy., 89074
TENANT 24 Hour Fitness USA, Inc.
LANDLORD Centra Pecos Legacy, LLC
DETAILS 42,010 SF; $2,520,600 for five years
LANDLORD’S REP Scot Maker of Colliers
International

H

N

Sale, Office

ADDRESS 3039 W. Horizon Ridge Pkwy, 89052
BUYER Denco, LLC
SELLER Vantage at Horizon Ridge, LLC
DETAILS 6,754 SF; $1,725,000
APN 177-35-510-029
BUYER’S REP William Skupa and Gino Vincent
of MINT Property Group, Ltd.
SELLER’S REP Joseph DeSimone of First
Federal Realty Desimone

Sale, Vacant Land

ADDRESS Stephanie St. and Wigwam Pkwy.
89074
BUYER LVCSD Saddle LLC
SELLER WG Stephanie LLC
DETAILS 4.61 acres; $1.5 million
APN 178-15-310-011
BUYER’S REP Brian Sorrentino of ROI
Commercial Real Estate
SELLER’S REP Cathy Jones and Paul Miachika
of Sun Commercial Real Estate, Inc.

Sale, Industrial

ADDRESS 151 Gallagher Crest Rd., 89074
BUYER Designs for Health, Inc.
SELLER Super Brands, LLC
DETAILS 42,292 SF; $3.3 million
APN 178-15-510-003
BUYER’S REP Dean Willmore, SIOR of colliers
International
SELLER’S REP Ben Millis of Newmark Grubb
Knight Frank

Lease, Office

ADDRESS 2340 Corporate Circle, 89074
TENANT Quest Software, Inc.
LANDLORD Tech Park 6, LLC
DETAILS 7,800 SF; $975,294 for five years
TENANT’S REP American Nevada Realty
LANDLORD’S REP Taber Thill of Colliers
International

Sale, Retail

ADDRESS Rancho Verde Apartments
Parcel 3, 89106
BUYER Madison Development Group, LLC
SELLER Rancho Verde Apartments, LLC
DETAILS 1.2 acres; $850,000
APN 139-28-402-004
BUYER’S REP Dan Hubbard of Cushman &
Wakefield Commerce
SELLER’S REP Clark County Development
USA, LLC

NW
Project, Vacant Land

ADDRESS Huckleberry Park, Northwest Las
Vegas
DEVELOPER Focus Property Group
DETAILS The Providence master planned
community broke ground for its third park.
Huckleberry Park will join The Promenade and
Knickerbocker Park in northwest Las Vegas,
covering 1,200 acres. Huckleberry Park will
feature an events field, outdoor stage area, dog
parks of various sizes, sports and play areas
with additional room for future developments.
The $2 million project is being built in such a
way that it will protect the natural environment
while offering residents ample options for
fitness and outdoor recreation. The park is
scheduled to open in late 2014.

Loan, Multi-Family

ADDRESS 2316 Spring Grove Dr., 89108
TENANT Terrace Court
DETAILS 68 units; $3.9 million refinance for
five years, 30 year amortization
TENANT’S REP Thomas J. Powell and
Michael Dobins of NorthMarq

O
Sale, Multi-Family

ADDRESS 3665 Needles Hwy, Laughlin
89029
BUYER Omninent Crown, LP
SELLER ConAm Group
DETAILS 536 units; $12.9 million
APN 264-28-211-001

S
Project, Retail

ADDRESS 325 Convention Dr., 89109
DETAILS The Las Vegas Marriott has
completed its $4.3 million project updating
the hotel. The guest room renovations
included new lock systems, in-room safes
and additional outlets. Furniture, lighting and
décor have also been updated. Additionally,
the Las Vegas Marriott added 600 SF of new
meeting space to its second floor. Later this
year, all other existing meeting spaces will
undergo renovations.

Project, Retail

ADDRESS Las Vegas Blvd. and Flamingo
Rd., 89109
DETAILS The Grand Bazaar Shops, scheduled
to open in Fall 2014, will feature close to
55,000 SF of outdoor shopping, restaurants
and entertainment right at the heart of the Las
Vegas Strip. Pioneered by Laurence Siegel
of Juno Property Group, the concept was
inspired by the various open-air markets from
around the world. Other partners of this project
are Perella Weinberg Partners Asset Based
Value Strategy, Glimcher Capital Group and
Caesars Entertainment. The Grand Bazaar
Shops will feature over 150 shops.

Sale, Multi-Family

ADDRESS 10200 Giles St., 89183
BUYER The Praedium Group
SELLER LV PYLE LLC
DETAILS 320 units; $41.9 million
APN 177-28-301-022
BUYER’S REP CB Richard Ellis
SELLER’S REP Hendricks-Berkadia

Sale, Retail

ADDRESS Tropicana Centre at 3035 to 3375
E. Tropicana Ave., 89121
BUYER Arilex Tropicana Associates LLC
SELLER Gregg Williams
DETAILS 589,191 SF; $39.8 million
APN 162-25-501-008
SELLER’S REP Joe Bonifatto and Frank
Marretti of Colliers International

[BC] BOULDER CITY [E] EAST [H] HENDERSON [N] NORTH [NW] NORTHWEST [O] OTHER [S] SOUTH [SW] SOUTHWEST [WC] WASHOE COUNTY
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Red Report
N
89165

3
14
89

89166

89149

NW

89085

89087

89084

89086

89131

89130

89031

89081
89115

89129

89032

89134

89103
89118

89148

SW

89141

89179

S
ADDRESS 3132-3152 Highland Ave., 89109
TENANT 3152 Highland Drive, LLC
LANDLORD Hughes Family LLC & Coury
Family LLC
DETAILS 47,656 SF; $805,000 for three years
TENANT’S REP Curtis Bunce of Diversified
Realty Group
LANDLORD’S REP Amy Ogden and Danielle
Steffen of Cushman & Wakefield Commerce

SW
Sale, Industrial

ADDRESS 4325 W. Patrick Ln., 89118
BUYER Vegas Closeouts LLC
SELLER Leumi B, LLC
DETAILS 7,104 SF; $625,000
APN 162-31-712-000
BUYER’S REP James Griffis of MDL Group
SELLER’S REP Eric Larkin of Musser Capital
Real Estate Advisors

89106

89110

E

89142

89121

89122

89120

89119

89011

89074

89139

89015

BC

89012

89178

Lease, Industrial

89101

89014
89139

N

89156

89104

89183

89147

89146

89102

89117

89107

89109

89108

89145

89148

89161

89128

89144

89135

89138

89030

89002
89052

89044

H

Lease, Retail

ADDRESS 2880 B Meade Ave, Suite 360, 89102
TENANT VeriFone Inc.
LANDLORD Eden Las Vegas, LLC
DETAILS 6,226SSF; $180,456 for 2 years
LANDLORD’S REP Leo Biedermann of
Cushman & Wakefield Commerce

Lease, Retail

ADDRESS 6344 W. Sahara Ave., 89146
TENANT International Church of The Four
Square Gospel
LANDLORD West Sahara Associates
DETAILS 16,400 SF; $488,392 for 5 years
LANDLORD’S REP Joseph Anderson and Neil
Dela Cruz of MDL Group

WC
Sale, Retail

ADDRESS Sparks Galleria Shopping Center
89436
BUYER Pine Tree Commercial Realty

89005

DETAILS 633,498 SF; $26.2 million
BUYER’S REP Michael Cleeman of Cohen Real
Estate
SELLER’S REP Rick Kaiser of Cohen Real Estate

Sale, Industrial

ADDRESS 400 Western Rd., Reno, 89506
BUYER ECO Windows
SELLER Hawley Trust
DETAILS 61,152 SF; $1,750,000
APN 082-600-04
BUYER’S REP Dan Oster, SIOR of NAI Alliance
SELLER’S REP Dave Simonsen, SIOR, CCIM
and J. Michael Hoeck, SIOR of NAI Alliance
Industrial Properties

Sale, Industrial

ADDRESS 7788 White Fir St., Reno, 89523
BUYER A J Rocket, LLC
SELLER F & J Properties LLC.
DETAILS 2.056 acres and 11,000 SF; $1.8 million
APN 212-050-19
SELLER’S REP Scott Shanks, SIOR and
Dominic Brunetti, CCIM of NAI Office Properties
Group
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BRANDING YOUR COMPANY
keting Fusion: 7 Elements to Ignite Your

rials. All communication modes should be

Growth.” CIM is a Las Vegas-based mar-

managed so the brand stays intact.

the brand. Tell them how to incorporate the

keting, advertising and public relations firm

“You have to protect your brand, and

brand into their work daily. Consider cre-

that focuses on the professional services

you have to hold it above all else,” Kirvin

ating a guide that specifies the pertinent

industry.

said. “Sometimes that means making

dos and don’ts. For example, for individu-

Next is creative implementation of the

hard decisions. Sometimes that means

als providing customer service via phone,

brand. This is where the logo and other

saying no, in our case, parting ways with

detail what the brand voice should be and

such elements that portray the brand—tag-

clients who don’t fit. Sometimes that

how they should respond to common cus-

line, color scheme, jingle and more—come

means really recognizing who you are

tomer questions, problems or statements.

into play. These are used to evoke the brand

not.”

Also, ensure the brand is reflected in

feeling in target audiences. Other external

It helps to have someone internally

corporate policies and procedures in terms

communications—marketing, social media,

who oversees the brand daily, monitoring

of hiring, job descriptions, expectations,

advertising and public relations—can help

and ensuring it’s being maintained and ad-

client interactions, compensation, perfor-

portray the brand and solidify its position.

dressing any related issues.

mance reviews and the like. Have frequent

A business’ employees, from the CEO

conversations with employees about the

to the janitor, should live and breathe the

company’s values and brand.

brand always, as brands can take time to

Don’t Damage
the Brand ...

“Everyone has to know what the end-

develop and require regular support to take

game is, what the ultimate goal is. You have

hold. A brand should be communicated in

“If there is an employee not living

to have a commitment,” said Darcy Neigh-

every aspect of operations, from staff inter-

the brand or if someone tries to use or

bors, founder and CEO of CIM Marketing

actions with clients and social media mes-

change your logo, that’s addressed im-

Partners and author of the book, “Mar-

sages to customer service and print mate-

mediately,” said Neighbors.

Call
Kendle

YOUR MARKETING
RESOURCE

Kendle Walters, vice president of Nevada Business Magazine, can help you
navigate branding, marketing and image-building for your company. With a
Masters in Media Studies, Kendle has over 10 years of marketing experience
and is more than qualified to assist in taking your business to the next level.

Contact Kendle
702.267.6328 or
kendle@nevadabusiness.com
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If a brand is not being routinely de-

tive to, say, announce new management,

ness, attitudes and propensity to buy, with

livered upon, it can send mixed messag-

new approaches and/or a new brand.

respect to company and products/servic-

es. This creates confusion in the minds

Those cases tend to be successful when

es, has changed. If a brand isn’t achieving

of potential and current customers who

the existing brand is severely damaged or

required objectives, simply adjust it.

could then run to a competitor. The say-

off-base.

“Most of the time it is working. [The organizations] are just not tracking it,” said Belz.

ing goes, “a minute on the lips, forever on

How a crisis is handled can reveal the

the hips.” Brands are damaged in much

company’s brand, so stay true to it dur-

Brands are only as effective as the or-

the same way; it can happen rapidly,

ing that phase. Additionally, when in such

ganization that is administiring them.  With

much quicker than it took to establish it

a situation, ensure all employees have the

the right planning and research at the begin-

and can take a long time to repair, if it can

key messaging points and know the story.

ning, implementation and follow-through a

be repaired at all.

Otherwise, dissemination of conflicting in-

brand is one of the best and most tried-and-

formation could create a brand disaster on

true methods of a company’s success.  

“When people get away from a consistent brand, it becomes very diluted and not
synchronized,” Neighbors added. “That’s
when things fall apart.”

top of the original problem.

SAY WHAT

After a brand has been in place for a
while, periodically measure its effective-

Ideally, an established, tried and tested

ness to determine the brand is making the

brand is preferred before a crisis arises,

desired impact. Most often companies see

which can range from a disgruntled patron

positive results from a branding program

to a defective product. Further, generally,

pretty quickly. Analyze sales or other per-

avoid rebranding or modifying a brand mid-

formance indicators or survey the public

crisis, as it typically doesn’t work. Rare ex-

and/or customers to have an idea of how

ceptions exist, of course, where it’s effec-

the brand is working. Learn if their aware-

The “Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas”
sign is now powered by solar energy. The
effort to install three solar trees with a
total of 18 photovoltaic cells to exclusively
power the sign was led by Green Chips
and the Clean Energy Project.

MODERN

DESIGN
LOGO | CORPORATE | AD DESIGN

www.christuckerlv.com | 702.501.6879
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Commercial RE Report

INDUSTRIAL
SUMMARY
FOURTH QUARTER 2013

SOUTHERN NEVADA
In 2013, the Las Vegas industrial market
reported the highest net absorption since
2007. The vacancy rate at the end of 2013
was 13.8 percent, which represents a decline of 0.4 percent from the prior quarter.
Compared to a year ago (Q4 2012), the vacancy rate reported an even more substantial decline of 2.6 percent. With no completions during the fourth quarter, inventory remained flat at 107.5 million square feet when
compared to the third quarter of 2013. However, during the year, approximately 934,000
square feet was added to the market, which
is more than 2010, 2011 and 2012 combined.
The industrial sector reported approximately 398,200 square feet of positive net
absorption during the fourth quarter of 2013.
Net absorption for the year was over 3.6 million square feet, which is significantly higher
than the roughly 897,100 square feet of net
move-ins reported in 2012.
The amount of industrial space actively
under construction reached 1.2 million by
the close of the fourth quarter of 2013, which
is the highest it has been since the third
quarter of 2008. A number of projects continued to make progress during the quarter,
including FedEx at South 15 Airport Center
(296,000 square feet), Konami Gaming’s
expansion (193,400 square feet), Nicholas
& Company (182,900 square feet), VadaTech (70,000 square feet) and the Shetakis
Wholesalers addition (65,600 square feet).
The industrial sector is now reporting
over one million square feet of development
activity for the first time since the third quarter of 2008. There are relatively few large
properties left on the market, which is proving to be a challenge for selected companies
considering large investments in the area.
36

NORTHERN NEVADA
After a record breaking third quarter, vibrant activity carried into the fourth quarter
resulting in very strong numbers and another significant drop in vacancy. The year
began with vacancy above 13.5 percent and
again this quarter, landlord’s prayers were
answered and the vacancy rate dropped below 10 percent for the first time since the 1st
quarter of 2008.  The market is squarely in
the healthy range at 8.11 percent excluding
sublease space. Neverless, it will be difficult
to carry this momentum due to low availability however, all signs are bullish.
For the year, fifteen transactions were
completed with users in excess of 100,000
square feet. This number is significantly
higher than prior years. A total 48 transactions were completed in Q4 2013 with a
gross absorption of 1,638,272 square feet
almost 150 percent of the five year average
and almost double last year. The average
transaction size was down slightly from Q3
but a respectable 40,000 square feet.
Net absorption for the quarter was a robust 1,607,714 square feet, 5 times higher
than 2012. Rental rates are beginning to
see upward pressure rising an average $.01
per square foot per month in the last quarter. This has certainly been an impressive
year overall with a return to respectability
and prosperity.
Barring any economic blindside, the
year should see continued strong activity,
lower vacancy, higher rents and more construction than has been seen since 2007.  
With an abundant pool of investors now
looking at Reno as an alternative to higher
priced markets the time is now to dispose
of assets should one want to place their assets in other areas.
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Business Indicators
DATA

T

he “third” estimate for third quarter
2013 shows U.S. real gross domestic
product increasing at an annualized
rate of 4.1 percent, an improvement
over the 3.6 percent growth reported
in the “second” estimate. Higher levels of personal consumption expenditures and nonresidential fixed investment were responsible for
the upward revision. Residential investment, net
exports, and state and local government spending also made positive contributions. Federal
government spending made negative contributions. Housing starts were up substantially yearover-year, and housing prices continued to rise.
Auto/truck sales and retail sales were also up
year-over-year.  Consumer confidence and consumer sentiment rose for the most recent data.
The Nevada economy evidenced mostly
positive signals for the most recent data. Seasonally adjusted, statewide employment increased by 9,500 jobs from October to December, and it was up 1.8 percent year-over-year.
Taxable sales continued to show strong growth,
up 6.2 percent from last year. Total air passengers were up 0.7 percent over the same time
period. Gaming revenue also experienced gains
for the month, up 11.9 percent from November
2012.
For Clark County, seasonally adjusted employment rose from October to November by
4,900 jobs and was up 2.4 percent year-overyear. Total passengers at McCarran Airport
were up 1.1 percent from a year earlier. November visitor volume was up 4.4 percent from
a year ago. Gaming revenue was 12.7 percent
higher in November than a year earlier. Clark
County’s taxable sales for October were 8.3
percent above those from a year earlier. Residential construction permits increased from
September to October. Commercial construction permits remained at a low level.
The most recent data show mostly positive
signals for Washoe County as well. Seasonally
adjusted, Reno-Sparks’ employment increased
by 1,000 jobs from October to November. Total
employment is up from a year ago, by 0.9 percent. The seasonally adjusted Reno-Sparks’
unemployment rate fell from 9.2 percent to 9.0
percent. Compared to a year earlier, November
visitor volume was up 9.6 percent. Total air passengers were down 5.3 percent from October
2012. Gaming revenues for November were up
14.7 percent from a year earlier. Residential construction permits fell in October, while commercial construction permits remained low.
The U.S. economy experienced a pickup in
growth for third quarter 2013. A weak national
economy is affecting Nevada in the form of
slowing growth in tourism. Despite the slowing
tourism, taxable sales continue to make gains
at the state level. Nevada’s employment is also
showing relatively stable year-over-year gains.

Ryan T. Kennelly
UNLV Center for Business
and Economic Research

GROWTH

NEVADA

DATE

UNITS

LATEST

PREVIOUS

YEAR AGO

Employment

2013M11

000s, SA

1,175.8

1,166.3

1,154.5

0.8%

1.8%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2013M11

%, SA

9.0

9.3

10.0

-0.3%

-1.0%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2013M10

$billion

3.894

4.071

3.667

-4.4%

6.2%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2013M11

$million

875.97

955.33

782.63

-8.3%

11.9%

Up Over Year Ago

Passengers

2013M10

million persons

4.044

3.805

4.015

6.3%

0.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2013M10

million gallons

92.55

90.60

93.26

2.2%

-0.8%

Down from Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2013M09

million persons

4.368

4.619

4.463

-5.4%

-2.1%

Down from Year Ago

Employment

2013M11

000s, SA

850.5

845.6

830.3

0.6%

2.4%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2013M11

%, Smoothed SA

9.2

9.2

10.2

0.0%

-1.0%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2013M10

$billion

2.876

2.976

2.656

-3.4%

8.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2013M11

$million

756.95

839.75

671.61

-9.9%

12.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Residential Permits

2013M10

units permitted

637

569

595

12.0%

7.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2013M10

permits

33

42

14

-21.4%

135.7%

Low and Volatile

Passengers

2013M10

million persons

3.727

3.473

3.687

7.3%

1.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2013M10

million gallons

63.13

61.51

64.04

2.6%

-1.4%

Down from Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2013M11

million persons

3.472

3.736

3.325

-7.1%

4.4%

Up Over Year Ago

RECENT

YEAR AGO

COMMENTS

CLARK COUNTY

WASHOE COUNTY
Employment **

2013M11

000s, SA

193.8

192.8

192.0

0.5%

0.9%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2013M11

%, Smoothed SA

9.0

9.2

10.0

-0.2%

-1.0%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2013M10

$billion

0.508

0.541

0.465

-6.2%

9.2%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2013M11

$million

59.47

59.79

51.85

-0.5%

14.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Residential Permits

2013M10

units permitted

63

176

60

-64.2%

5.0%

Up Over Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2013M10

permits

18

23

20

-21.7%

-10.0%

Low and Volatile

Passengers

2013M10

million persons

0.262

0.284

0.277

-7.4%

-5.3%

Down from Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2013M10

million gallons

13.79

13.84

13.95

-0.4%

-1.1%

Down from Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2013M11

million persons

0.321

0.370

0.293

-13.3%

9.6%

Up Over Year Ago

Employment

2013M12

million, SA

136.877

136.803

134.691

0.1%

1.6%

Up Moderately

Unemployment Rate

2013M12

%, SA

6.7

7.0

7.9

-0.3%

-1.2%

Reduced

Consumer Price Index

2013M11

82-84=100, SA

233.9

233.8

231.1

0.0%

1.2%

Up Moderately

Core CPI

2013M11

82-84=100, SA

235.2

234.9

231.3

0.2%

1.7%

Up Moderately

Employment Cost Index

2013Q3

89.06=100, SA

118.4

118.0

116.3

0.3%

1.8%

Up Moderately

Productivity Index

2013Q3

2005=100, SA

106.2

105.7

105.6

0.4%

0.5%

Up Over Year Ago

Retail Sales Growth

2013M11

$billion, SA

432.3

429.4

412.9

0.7%

4.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Auto and Truck Sales

2013M11

million, SA

16.31

15.15

15.26

7.7%

6.9%

Up Over Year Ago

Housing Starts

2013M11

million, SA

1.091

0.889

0.842

22.7%

29.6%

Up Strongly

Real GDP Growth***

2013Q3

2009$billion, SA

15,839.3

15,679.7

15,534.0

4.1%

2.0%

Up Moderately

U.S. Dollar

2013M12

97.01=100

102.202

101.812

99.025

0.4%

3.2%

Up Over Year Ago

Trade Balance

2013M11

$billion, SA

-34.252

-39.328

-46.422

-12.9%

-26.2%

Year-Over-Year
Deficit Decrease

S and P 500

2013M12

monthly close

1,848.36

1805.81

1426.19

2.4%

29.6%

Up Strongly

Real Short-term Rates*

2013M11

%, NSA

-2.83

-2.95

-3.01

0.12%

0.18%

Less Negative

Treasury Yield Spread

2013M11

%, NSA

2.65

2.57

1.56

0.08%

1.09%

Up Over Year Ago

UNITED STATES

*Change in percentage rate, **Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties, ***Recent growth is an annulized rate

Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S. Department
of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve System.

Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted
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Last Word

“Each day presents
opportunities to serve
others and to find new
and innovative ways to
make my clients’ visions
become realities.”

“The MDL Group
supports every owner,
executive and employee
in giving back to the
community. For example,
I’m serving as CALV
president, which allows
me to interact with all
kinds of people from
within and beyond the real
estate industry.”

“When I have a thought
or an idea about a product
or service, I can put it into
action without asking for
permission.”

Alicia R. Ashcraft | Managing Partner,
Ashcraft & Barr | LLP

Hayim Mizrachi, CCIM | President,
Commercial Alliance Las Vegas and
President and Principal, MDL Group

Jim Brock | Founder,
Simple Computer Repair

What do you enjoy most about being a
business owner and/or executive?

Jeremy Stamis | President/Director,
Jerry’s Nugget Casino

“Being able to connect
with and gain feedback
from our customers, then
take that information and
use it with my own ideas
to create a new concept of
products and services of
which all customers can
then enjoy.”

38

Stefan Gastager | President,
Hofbräuhaus Las Vegas

Lauren Eldik | Owner, Studio Clicks
Photography

“The thing I love the most
about being a business
owner of Hofbräuhaus
Las Vegas is seeing a
vision come to life. There
is nothing better than
knowing you are providing
an authentic experience
for your guests that also
doubles as a passion.”

“As a mother of two small
children, I love owning
my own business because
of the flexibility, freedom
and opportunity it allows.
Working hard to build and
grow my own business
and creating my own
success is extremely
fulfilling.”
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In 2013, we approved more SBA 504 loans* than
any other bank in Nevada. If you have goals for your
business, don’t go it alone—recruit a champion.
Whether you want to finance a new building, secure
equipment or manage your cash flow, we can help.
Call today.

54 years in Nevada | 50 branches statewide
nsbank.com/SBA | 866.784.8031

Bring your banking home.
FIND MORE RESOURCES FOR BUSINESS OWNERS AT
NEVADASMALLBUSINESS.COM

*Loans subject to credit approval. Restrictions apply. Ranked by the U.S. Small Business
Administration by number of loans approved in Nevada during SBA fiscal year 2013.
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